Thinking Of Bathroom Renovations
5 Reasons To Use A Hanging Vanity
One of the latest styles of vanities chosen for bathroom renovations is the hanging
vanity. ‘Hanging vanities’ generally describes vanities that are wall mounted rather
than ones which stand on the floor. Some people see them as an integral part of their
bathroom’s design, others don’t appreciate them quite as much. Either way, there is
no doubt; hanging vanities are quickly growing in popularity, especially with younger
home owners.
Hanging vanities are especially appreciated by tradies and home handymen carrying out
bathroom renovations for a number of reasons,
 they usually have a streamlined appearance, few if any door handles, and no
extra trimmings. They add to the basic and uncluttered minimalist style, now set to be one
of the most popular and long standing fashions in house décor. The mantra for minimalist
decorating is simply ‘less is more’, expressed through fuss-free, functional fittings and
furnishings that are well chosen, well placed and lacking any frills or adornments.
 hanging vanities are popular for properties that have limited sized bathrooms; such as units, town houses, or
even larger homes that have multiple smaller bathrooms. Their uncluttered style can make petite bathroom areas
appear much larger.
 all those who are time-poor, and who isn’t these days, usually love hanging vanities because they are relatively
quick and easy to clean. As we’ve already said, one aspect of their style is smooth, clean lines and often no lips or
ridges – making them especially speedy and uncomplicated to wipe down after use. And there aren’t any little frustrating
corners at the bottom of the vanity which are impossible to keep clean due to a build-up of dust, pieces of shaving and
debris.

 well-chosen hanging vanities can be an effective focal point in bathrooms which tend to be more functional and
lacking in good design expression. Bathroom renovations that are designed around a specially chosen hanging
vanity can certainly have high ‘wow’ factor. Some renovators use one that’s a contrasting colour, finish or material to
nearly everything else in a minimalist bathroom – definitely something that will ‘grab’ visitor’s attention as they enter the
bathroom.
 there is an excellent range of hanging vanities available - different colours and shapes designed to work in the a
variety of combinations of wood, ceramic, tiled and rock décor.
Come into our showrooms and see what inspiring hanging vanities and other bathroom renovations materials we have on
view.
Be warned, there are so many fantastic bathroom renovations supplies waiting for you at Renovator Auctions, you can easily
be tempted take home enough to keep you renovating not only the bathroom, but also the rest of your property!
Come and visit our showrooms at 28-34 Orange Grove Road, Liverpool (Warwick Farm), phone: (02) 9822 7883, fill out the form
on our contacts page, or email us.
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